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<tr>
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Description
Gtk-3.96 drops GtkButtonBox. GtkBox should be used instead. I think part of the conversion can be made with gtk-3.96 only, but a couple of simple ones can be carried out with gtk+-3.94 already (will make patch for that patch first, for pushing already before switching to 3.96)

History

#1 - 2019-12-13 09:21 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- File 0007-gtk3x-Turn-a-couple-of-GtkButtonBoxes-to-GtkBoxes.patch added
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

#2 - 2019-12-16 05:57 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Parent task set to #637944

#3 - 2019-12-16 06:09 AM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from Resolved to In Progress

#4 - 2019-12-16 06:19 AM - Marko Lindqvist
The existing patch has been pushed. Ticket remains open for the rest.

#5 - 2020-05-06 01:56 PM - Marko Lindqvist
- Status changed from In Progress to Closed
- Assignee set to Marko Lindqvist

Marko Lindqvist wrote:
The existing patch has been pushed. Ticket remains open for the rest.

Actually a new ticket was later opened for them, and is already pushed; Feature #869872

Files
0007-gtk3x-Turn-a-couple-of-GtkButtonBoxes-to-GtkBoxes.patch 1.86 KB 2019-12-13 Marko Lindqvist